Letter to the Editor

Tinnitus: A potential confound when assessing perceptual abnormalities in ultra-high risk youth

Dear Editors,

Attenuated positive symptoms (APS) and global decline in functioning identity adolescents and young adults at ultra-high-risk (UHR) for psychosis. Auditory hallucinations, one of several perceptual abnormalities that are characteristic of APS (Miller et al., 2003; Yung et al., 2012), include hearing a name called when no one is around, hearing mumbling or perhaps voices, and other sounds in the absence of an external stimulus. Because UHR individuals often report vague symptoms and may present with disorganized communication, it is possible that clinicians and researchers unaware of common medical conditions may misattribute medical issues with prodromal symptoms (Freudenreich et al., 2007). Because APS are assessed in an increasing number of settings (by a number of individuals without formal medical training), it is important to be aware of these issues. To illustrate this issue, a recent case in our UHR clinic endorsed hearing a ringing noise, which he found confusing and distracting. At least twice a month, the noise continued for 10 min or more. When he could not locate the source, the participant reported that he felt the ringing was a warning that something wrong was going on, which would lead him to leave the area. In this letter we discuss the issue of tinnitus, which is also characterized by the perception of sound without an external stimulus (Henry et al., 2005).

There are two types of tinnitus: objective (OT) and subjective (ST) (Henry et al., 2005). Objective tinnitus occurs when both the patient and the clinician can hear the sound coming from inside the patient’s body (e.g., a pulsation sound synchronous with the heartbeat). ST occurs when one hears a sound without being able to locate the origin (e.g. ringing in the ears). Tinnitus accompanies hearing loss, inner ear damage (e.g., cochlea), and hyperacusis (increased sensitivity to sound) because the inner ear, when damaged, is more susceptible to high frequency sounds (Henry et al., 2005). Tinnitus occurs chronically in 15–20% of the population (50 million Americans), although many more people experience symptoms of ST after exposure to loud sounds (Bulbul et al., 2009).

Although elderly individuals are more likely to report and seek treatment for tinnitus symptoms, a growing number of young adults may also experience symptoms because of noise-induced hearing loss (NIHL) (Bulbul et al., 2009). Recent research suggests that the proliferation of portable listening devices (PLD) are partly responsible for NIHL in adolescents and young adults (McNeill et al., 2010) as they operate with headphones that can deliver potentially harmful loud music (>80 dBA) directly into the listener’s ear (Bulbul et al., 2009). Other risk factors for NIHL in young people include attending rock concerts, occupational noises from construction sites, and exposure to loud noises while serving in the military (Peng et al., 2007). Hearing loss in young people often develops over time, so symptoms of ST may occur or increase in frequency in a similar fashion to auditory hallucinations in UHR (Peng et al., 2007). As adolescents and young adults represent the typical age range seen for UHR assessments, NIHL is certainly something to consider.

There is a considerable symptom overlap between auditory perceptual aberrations that occur in UHR and symptoms of ST. For example, Table 1 outlines characteristics of ST that may be endorsed with common UHR assessment measures. Furthermore, several sequelae of tinnitus may be confused for prodromal characteristics and symptoms; reports of feeling irritable, distracted, and difficulties concentrating are features of tinnitus and UHR. In addition, tinnitus can be a source of stress leading to a decline in functioning (Zirke et al., 2013), which can be mistaken for the social and role decline characteristics of the prodrome (Yung et al., 2012). Finally, stress and sleep deprivation are also known to exacerbate symptoms of tinnitus (Zirke et al., 2013) and an adolescent presenting with chronic stress may report accompanying increases in symptoms (e.g., hearing things no one else can hear or hyperacusis) appearing to be a prodromal issue.

Clarifying whether auditory hallucinations are due to the emergence of thought disorder or another medical issue like tinnitus may help guide assessment, prevention, and treatment (Freudenreich et al., 2007). There are several steps that can help eliminate confusion between ST and auditory hallucinations. First, ST can occur binaurally or in just one ear alone. Second, ST may be experienced as a tone that can be matched to a tone on the musical scale, while auditory hallucinations associated with psychosis may vary more in pitch, tone, and emotional valence by resembling phonemes or words (Johns et al., 2002; Nam, 2005). Individuals experiencing tinnitus symptoms may benefit from consulting with an otolaryngologist to assess possible hearing loss. If possible, visitors to UHR clinics should be urged to discontinue listening to loud music with their PLD (about 70% of full volume) prior to assessment.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UHR assessment measures ask...</th>
<th>Subjective tinnitus characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Have you been feeling more sensitive to sounds?</td>
<td>Sensitivity to sound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you ever hear unusual sounds like banging, clicking, hissing, clapping, ringing, in your ears?</td>
<td>Hearing ringing, banging, clicking, clapping in one or both ears.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you ever think you hear sounds and then realize that there is probably nothing there?</td>
<td>Sound without a clear external source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you ever feel that your ears are playing tricks on you?</td>
<td>Symptoms are described and/or annoying and distracting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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